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TOWARD AGT FOR PARABOLIC SHEAVES
ANDREI NEGUT,
Abstract. We construct explicit elementsW kij in (a completion of) the shifted
quantum toroidal algebra of type A, and show that these elements act by 0
on the K–theory of moduli spaces of parabolic sheaves. We expect that the
quotient of the shifted quantum toroidal algebra by the ideal generated by the
elements W kij will be related to q–deformedW–algebras of type A for arbitrary
nilpotent, which would imply a q–deformed version of the AGT correspondence
between gauge theory with surface operators and conformal field theory.
1. Introduction
1.1. A standard, but very fruitful, problem in geometric representation theory
is to realize the cohomology groups of moduli spaces as modules for appropriate
algebras. One of the classical instances of this principle was Grojnowski’s ([18]) and
Nakajima’s ([22]) discovery that Heisenberg algebras act on the cohomology groups
of Hilbert schemes of points on surfaces. This led to a representation–theoretic
interpretation of the Betti polynomials of Hilbert schemes, and spurred a great
deal of innovation and interest into quiver varieties ([23]).
A slightly more recent, although related, development in the field was the following
mathematical formulation of the Alday-Gaiotto-Tachikawa (AGT, [1]) correspon-
dence between certain gauge theories and certain conformal field theories:
(1.1) W (glr)y H
∗
equiv(moduli of rank r sheaves on A
2)
where the left-hand side is the current algebra of the W–algebra of glr (which is
just the Heisenberg algebra when r = 1 and the Heisenberg-Virasoro algebra when
r = 2) and the right-hand side should be rigorously defined as the moduli space of
sheaves on P2 which are framed along∞. Relation (1.1) was proved in [21] and [34].
In [26], we introduced a new approach to proving (1.1), using explicit correspon-
dences to define the W–algebra action. This allowed us to deform the AGT corre-
spondence from cohomology to algebraic K–theory:
(1.2) qW (glr)y Kequiv(moduli of rank r sheaves on A
2)
where the left-hand side is now the deformedW–algebra, as defined by [4], [12], [15].
Our intersection-theoretic approach also allowed us to generalize the statement to
other smooth projective surface S instead of A2 ([30], [32]). The strategy to proving
(1.2) is to take the action ([14], [35]) of the quantum toroidal algebra Uq,q(g¨l1) on
the right-hand side of this equation, to construct an explicit quotient:
(1.3) Û↑q,q(g¨l1)։ qW (glr)
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1 and to show that the action on K–theory factors through this quotient. In [8], the
authors showed that finite W–algebras in type A are quotients of shifted Yangians,
and (1.3) can be perceived as an affine, q–deformed version of this statement in
the case of principal nilpotent. Therefore, a natural question to ask is whether one
can generalize the statement (1.3) to the deformed W–alegbras corresponding to
arbitrary type A nilpotent, a.k.a. Jordan normal form r = (r1, ..., rn):
(1.4) Û↑q,q(g¨ln)
r
?
։ qW (glr1+...+rn)
r
where the left-hand side is the shifted quantum toroidal algebra associated to r
(we recall its definition in Subsection 2.1). However, at this point we run into a
snag: the right-hand side of (1.4) has not yet been defined for general nilpotent
(although we plan to tackle the case of rectangular nilpotent r = (r, ..., r) in [33]).
Therefore, in the present paper, we take a geometric approach to tackling (1.4).
The quantum toroidal algebra in the left-hand side of this relation is known ([17])
to act on the K–theory of the following moduli space:
(1.5) Uq,q(g¨ln)
r y Kr = Kequiv
(
moduli of sheaves on A2 with parabolic
structure of type r1, ..., rn along A
1
)
(when ri = 1, the moduli space above was called “affine Laumon space” in [11]).
Theorem 1.2. There exist elements:
(1.6) W kij ∈ Û↑q,q(g¨ln)r
defined in (2.32) for all:
(i, j) ∈ Z
2
(n, n)Z
, k ∈ Z
such that W kij acts by 0 in the right-hand side of (1.5) if k > rj .
Our hope (too vague at this point to be called a conjecture) is that the quotient:
(1.7) Û↑q,q(g¨ln)
r
/
(W kij)
k>rj
(i,j)∈ Z
2
(n,n)Z
is closely related to the (still undefined) q–deformed W–algebra of type glr1+...+rn
corresponding to nilpotent of type r. If (1.7) itself would deserve the name
“q–deformed W–algebra”, then Theorem 1.2 would establish the q–deformed AGT
correspondence in the presence of surface operators. This hope holds for n = 1
([26]), and for finite W–algebras and arbitrary nilpotent ([6], [8]). Meanwhile,
in the mathematical physics literature, the AGT correspondence with surface
operators has already been intensely studied (at least in the non-deformed case)
with emphasis on computing partition functions ([2], [3], [20], [25], [36], and others).
We expect Theorem 1.2 to generalize to other smooth surfaces S instead of A2,
where the parabolic structure is taken along any smooth curve C ⊂ S instead
of A1 ⊂ A2, following the proof of [30], [31], [32] in the principal nilpotent case.
Although we do not foresee major difficulties in the overall strategy, we make no
1The superscript ↑ refers to a certain half of the quantum toroidal algebra, which we will review
in Subsection 2.7. The hat refers to a completion which we will review in Subsection 2.11
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claims about the technical statements involved in this generalization.
I would like to thank Michael Finkelberg, Davide Gaiotto, Ryosuke Kodera,
Francesco Sala, Yuji Tachikawa and Alexander Tsymbaliuk for numerous very
interesting discussions on shifted quantum toroidal algebras, moduli spaces of
parabolic sheaves and AGT. I gratefully acknowledge the NSF grants DMS–
1760264 and DMS–1845034, as well as support from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation.
2. The shifted quantum toroidal algebra
2.1. Many variables in the present paper will be assigned a “color” ∈ Z. We will
consider color-dependent rational functions, such as:
(2.1) ζ
( z
w
)
=
(
zqq2⌊ i−jn ⌋ − wq−1
zq2⌊ i−jn ⌋ − w
)δj¯
i¯
−δj¯
i+1
where z and w are variables of color i and j, respectively. Above and hereafter, we
write k¯ for the residue class of the integer k in the set {1, ..., n}.
Definition 2.2. For r ∈ Nn, the shifted quantum toroidal algebra is:
Uq,q(g¨ln)
r
= Q(q, q
1
n )
〈
ei,k, fi,k, ψ
±
i,k′
〉i∈{1,...,n}
k∈Z,k′∈N⊔0
/
relations (2.2)–(2.7)
where for ei(z) =
∑
k∈Z
ei,k
zk
, fi(z) =
∑
k∈Z
fi,k
zk
, ψ±i (z) = (−1)riδ
+
±
∑∞
k=0
ψ
±
i,k
z±k
, set:
(2.2) [ψ±i,k, ψ
±′
i′,k′ ] = 0, ψ
+
i,0ψ
−
i,0 = 1
ei(z)ej(w)ζ
(w
z
)
= ej(w)ei(z)ζ
( z
w
)
(2.3)
fi(z)fj(w)ζ
( z
w
)
= fj(w)fi(z)ζ
(w
z
)
(2.4)
ei(z)ψ
±
j (w) = ψ
±
j (w)ei(z)ζ
( z
w
)−1
(2.5)
fi(z)ψ
±
j (w) = ψ
±
j (w)fi(z)ζ
( z
w
)
(2.6)
and:
(2.7)
[
ei(z), fj(w)
]
= δji δ
( z
w
)
(q−2 − 1)
[
zri+1−ri
ψ+i+1(zq
2)
ψ+i (z)
− ψ
−
i+1(wq
2)
ψ−i (w)
]
In all relations above, z and w are thought of as variables of colors i and j, respec-
tively. We allow i, j to be arbitrary integers, by setting:
ei(z) = ei−n(zq
2) · q−ri+1(2.8)
fi(z) = fi−n(zq
2) · qri(2.9)
ψ±i (z) = ψ
±
i−n(zq
2) · (qr1+...+rnqri)±1(2.10)
for all i ∈ Z.
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The shifted quantum toroidal algebra only depends on the successive differences
of the natural numbers ri. With this in mind, the usual (or unshifted) quantum
toroidal algebra is simply the case when r = (r, ..., r) for any r ∈ N:
Uq,q(g¨ln) = Uq,q(g¨ln)
(r,...,r)
2.3. We observe that the subalgebras:
U+q,q(g¨ln)
r
=
〈
ei,k
〉i∈{1,...,n}
k∈Z
⊂ Uq,q(g¨ln)
r
(2.11)
U−q,q(g¨ln)
r
=
〈
fi,k
〉i∈{1,...,n}
k∈Z
⊂ Uq,q(g¨ln)
r
(2.12)
U≥q,q(g¨ln)
r
=
〈
ei,k, ψ
+
i′,k′
〉i,i′∈{1,...,n}
k∈Z,k′∈N⊔0
⊂ Uq,q(g¨ln)
r
(2.13)
U≤q,q(g¨ln)
r
=
〈
fi,k, ψ
−
i′,k′
〉i,i′∈{1,...,n}
k∈Z,k′∈N⊔0
⊂ Uq,q(g¨ln)
r
(2.14)
do not actually depend on the shift, and so are isomorphic to the corresponding
subalgebras in the unshifted (r = (r, ..., r)) case. In fact, (2.13) and (2.14) are bial-
gebras with respect to a certain topological coproduct, and there exists a pairing:
U≥q,q(g¨ln)⊗ U≤q,q(g¨ln)
〈·,·〉−→ Q(q, q 1n )
With this in mind, the unshifted quantum toroidal algebra is the Drinfeld double:
(2.15) Uq,q(g¨ln)
∼= U≥q,q(g¨ln)⊗ U≤q,q(g¨ln)
where the commutation relations between the factors in (2.15) are governed by:
(2.16) 〈a1, b1〉a2b2 = b1a1〈a2, b2〉
for all a ∈ U≥q,q(g¨ln), b ∈ U≤q,q(g¨ln). We refer the reader to [27] for more details on
the claims made above. An analogous statement can be made in the shifted case,
in that we have the following isomorphism of vector spaces:
Uq,q(g¨ln)
r ∼= U≥q,q(g¨ln)⊗ U≤q,q(g¨ln)
but the commutation relations between the two subalgebras are now governed by:
(2.17) 〈a1, b1〉a2b2 = b1a1〈T r(a2), b2〉
for all a ∈ U≥q,q(g¨ln), b ∈ U≤q,q(g¨ln), where:
T r : U≥q,q(g¨ln) −→ U≥q,q(g¨ln)
is the bialgebra automorphism given by:
T r (ei,k) = ei,k+ri+1−ri T
r
(
ψ+i,k′
)
= ψ+i,k′
for all i ∈ {1, ..., n} and for all k ∈ Z, k′ ∈ N ⊔ 0.
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2.4. Consider the abelian group Nn with the following pairing:
(2.18) Nn × Nn 〈·,·〉−→ Z, 〈k, l〉 =
n∑
i=1
kili − ki−1li
where we set k0 = kn. We will encounter the following elements of N
n:
ςi = (0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ..., 0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
1 on i–th position
and we define:
[i; j) = −[j; i) =
{
ςi + ...+ ςj−i if i ≤ j
−ςj − ...− ςi−1 if i > j
for all (i, j) ∈ Z2. The algebra Uq,q(g¨ln) is graded by Zn × Z, with:
deg ei,k = (ς
i, k) degψ+i,k = (0, k)
degψ−i,k = (0, ri − k) deg fi,k = (−ςi, ri+1 − ri + k)
2.5. As we already noted, the subalgebras U+q,q(g¨ln) and U
−
q,q(g¨ln) do not depend
on the shift. We will now recall their shuffle algebra interpretation ([10], [13], [27]).
Definition 2.6. Consider the vector space:
(2.19) V+ =
⊕
d=(d1,...,dn)∈Nn
Q(q, q
1
n )(..., zi1, ..., zidi , ...)
Sym
and endow it with an associative algebra structure, by setting R ∗R′ equal to:
Sym
R(..., zi1, ..., zidi , ...)
d1!...dn!
R′(..., zi,di+1, ..., zi,di+d′i , ...)
d′1!...d
′
n!
n∏
i,i′=1
1≤a≤di∏
di′<a
′≤di′+d
′
i′
ζ
(
zia
zi′a′
)
where Sym denotes symmetrization with respect to the variables zi1, ..., zidi for
each 1 ≤ i ≤ n separately, and zia is considered a variable of color i for all a.
Let S+ ⊂ V+ be the subalgebra generated by {zki1}1≤i≤nk∈Z . It is graded by Nn × Z:
degR(..., zi1, ..., zidi , ...) = (d, k)
if d = (d1, .., dn), while k is the homogeneous degree of R. We will refer to d as the
“horizontal degree” and to k as the “vertical degree” of R, respectively. In [27], we
constructed the following elements of S+ for any i < j and Laurent polynomial M :
(2.20) AM[i;j) = Sym
 M(zi, ..., zj−1)(
1− ziq2
zi+1
)
...
(
1− zj−2q2
zj−1
) ∏
i≤a<b<j
ζ
(
zb
za
)
In order to think of the RHS of (2.20) as elements of (2.19), we relabel the variables
zi, ..., zj−1 according to the following rule for all a ∈ {i, ..., i+ n− 1}:
za, za+n, za+2n, ...  za¯1, za¯2q
−2, za¯3q
−4, ...
The degree of the element (2.20) is ([i; j), hom deg M).
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2.7. Let S− = S+,op. It was shown in [10] that there exist algebra isomorphisms:
U+q,q(g¨ln)
r Υ
+
∼= S+ and U−q,q(g¨ln)
r Υ
−
∼= S−
and we will write:
(2.21) eM[i;j) = Υ
+
(
AM[i;j)
)
and fM[i;j) = Υ
−
(
AM[i;j)
)
for any Laurent polynomialM . The following specificM ’s will feature in the present
paper, for any k ∈ Z:
(2.22) e[i;j),k = e
M(zi,...,zj−1) 7→z
k
i
[i;j)
(2.23) e
(k)
[i;j) = e
M(zi,...,zj−1) 7→
∏j−1
a=i(zaq
2a
n )⌈ (a−i+1)kj−i ⌉−⌈ (a−i)kj−i ⌉
[i;j)
and the analogous notations for the f ’s. We will write:
(2.24) e[i;i),k = δ
0
k
Consider the subalgebra:
(2.25) U±,↑q,q (g¨ln) ⊂ U±q,q(g¨ln)
r
generated by e
(k)
[i;j) (respectively f
(k)
[i;j)) for all i < j and all k ∈ N.
Proposition 2.8. U±,↑q,q (g¨ln) contains e[i;j),k (respectively f[i;j),k) for all k ∈ N.
Proof. Under the isomorphisms Υ±, the Proposition reduces to a statement about
the shuffle algebra. Specifically, we need to prove that:
(2.26) A
zki
[i;j)
lies in the algebra generated by:
(2.27) A
∏j−1
a=i(zaq
2a
n )⌈ (a−i+1)kj−i ⌉−⌈ (a−i)kj−i ⌉
[i;j)
for all i < j and k ∈ N. We showed in [27] that, as k varies over the entire Z, the
elements (2.27) generate a PBW basis of the shuffle algebra S+: any element of the
shuffle algebra can be written as a sum of products of the elements (2.27), taken in
increasing order of the slope:
k
j − i ∈ Q
If we simply take sums of products of the elements (2.27) when the rational number
above is positive (which corresponds to restricting attention to the case k ∈ N),
then we may realize the subalgebra of S+ of slope > 0 elements, as defined in [27].
Therefore, all we need to do is to show that the elements (2.26) have slope > 0. As
shown in [27], a criterion for this fact is to show that the rational function (2.26)
goes to 0 when we send any subset of its variable set {zi, ..., zj−1} to 0. This is an
obvious consequence of (2.20) for M = zki with k > 0.

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2.9. Let us define the vector space:
(2.28) U↑q,q(g¨ln)
r
= U+,↑q,q (g¨ln)⊗Q(q, q
1
n )[ψ+i,k]
1≤i≤n
k∈N ⊗ U−,↑q,q (g¨ln)
and thing of it as a subspace of Uq,q(g¨ln)
r
.
Proposition 2.10. U↑q,q(g¨ln)
r
is a subalgebra of Uq,q(g¨ln)
r
.
Proof. The Proposition is equivalent to showing that:
(2.29) ba =
various∑
e∈U+,↑
q,q
(g¨ln),f∈U
−,↑
q,q
(g¨ln)
e ·
∏
i˜,k˜
ψi˜,k˜ · f
for any:
a = e
(k)
[i;j) and b = f
(k′)
[i′;j′)
as well as the analogous statements where one of a and b is replaced by ψi,k (which
are easier, hence we leave them to the interested reader). We will prove this state-
ment by induction on the total |horizontal degree| = j − i+ j′ − i′ ∈ N. Recall the
topological coproduct on the algebras S± defined in [27]:
∆(a) = a⊗ 1 + 1⊗ a+
various∑
a1∈U
+,↑
q,q
(g¨ln)
a1 ⊗ a2
∆(b) = b⊗ 1 + 1⊗ b+
various∑
b1∈U
−,↑
q,q
(g¨ln)
b1 ⊗ b2
(we ignore certain Cartan elements from the coproduct, for brevity) where each
a1 and b1 in the RHS has |horizontal degree| strictly smaller than that of a and b,
respectively, in absolute value. Therefore, (2.17) implies:
(2.30) ab = ba+
various∑
a1,b1∈U
±,↑
q,q
(g¨ln)
b1a1 · constants
The reason why ab is the only term which features in the LHS is that the pairing of
any element in U+,↑q,q (g¨ln) with any element in U
−,↑
q,q (g¨ln) vanishes for degree reasons,
except if these elements are both multiples of 1. Apart from ba, all terms in the
RHS of (2.30) have |horizontal degree| smaller than j− i+j′− i′. This immediately
leads to the induction step necessary to prove (2.29).

2.11. Let us consider the completion Û↑q,q(g¨ln)
r
of the algebra (2.25), defined as:
(2.31) Û↑q,q(g¨ln)
r
=

e∈U+,↑
q,q
(g¨ln) with deg e=(d,k)∑
f∈U−,↑
q,q
(g¨ln) with deg f=(d
′,k′)
e ·
∏
i˜,k˜
ψi˜,k˜ · f

where any sum in the right-hand side may be infinite but with bounded above k, k′,
and such that for any N > 0, all but finitely many summands have |d|, |d′| > N .
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By analogy with of Proposition 3.7 of [30], the completion (2.31) is an algebra. The
following elements of (2.31) will play a very important role in the present paper:
(2.32)
W kij =
∑
s≤min(i,j)
(−1)j−sq2σj−2σs+(j−s)(2k−2rj+1)
a≥1,b≥0,c≥1∑
a+b+c=k+rs−rj
e[s;i),aψ
+
s,bf[s;j),c
2 defined for all (i, j) ∈ Z2(n,n)Z , k ∈ Z, where:
(2.33) σi =
{
r1 + ...+ ri if i > 0
−ri+1 − ...− r0 if i ≤ 0
The element (2.32) is not quite periodic in i and j modulo n, since we have:
(2.34) W kij =W
k
i−n,j−n · qr1+...+rnq2rj−2k+σj−1−σi
for all i, j, k, but we will tacitly accept this abuse of notation. Note that degW kij =
(−[i; j), k). Our reason for defining the elements (2.32) is the hope that the quotient:
(2.35) Û↑q,q(g¨ln)
r
/(
W kij
)k>rj
(i,j)∈ Z
2
(n,n)Z
is related to the (yet undefined) q–deformed W–algebra of type glr1+...+rn,
associated to the nilpotent of Jordan type r. The two algebras are isomorphic in
the case of principal nilpotent (i.e. n = 1), when the quotient (2.35) was shown in
[26] to match the q–deformed W–algebra that was rigorously defined in [4], [12],
[15]. We plan to study the case of rectangular nilpotent (i.e. r = (r, ..., r)) in [33].
For general Jordan type r, our main reason for expecting that the quotient (2.35)
to deserve being called a q–deformedW–algebra comes from geometry and physics:
we will show in the next Section that the quotient (2.35) acts on the K–theory
groups of moduli spaces of sheaves on A2 with parabolic structure of type
r, as predicted by the AGT correspondence for gauge theory with surface operators.
3. Moduli spaces of parabolic sheaves
3.1. Consider the surface P1 × P1 and the divisors:
D = P1 × {0}
∞ = P1 × {∞} ∪ {∞}× P1
for a henceforth fixed choice of points 0,∞ ∈ P1.
Definition 3.2. Consider any d, r ∈ Nn, and let r = r1 + ... + rn. A parabolic
sheaf F of degree d and framing r is a flag of torsion-free rank r sheaves:
(3.1) F• =
{
Fn(−D) ⊂ F1 ⊂ ... ⊂ Fn−1 ⊂ Fn
}
2In the second sum above, we allow a = 0 if and only if s = i and c = 0 if and only if s = j, in
accordance with rule (2.24)
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on P1 × P1 such that c2(Fi) = −di[pt], together with a collection of isomorphisms:
Fn(−D)|∞ //
∼=

F1|∞ //
∼=

... //
∼=

Fn−1|∞ //
∼=

Fn|∞
∼=

Or∞(−D) // Or1∞ ⊕Or−r1∞ (−D) // ... // Or−rn∞ ⊕Orn∞ (−D) // Or∞
Note that the vertical isomorphisms force c1(Fi) = −(ri+1 + ... + rn)D. We make
(3.1) into an infinite flag, by setting Fi+n = Fi(D) for all i ∈ Z.
There exists a moduli space Mr
d
parametrizing parabolic sheaves of degree d and
framing r (see [5], [7], [19]), which is a smooth, quasi-projective variety.
3.3. The following picture represents the so-called chainsaw quiver ([16], [24])):
. . . . . .✲Yi−2 ✲Yi−1 ✲Yi ✲Yi+1 ✲Yi+2②✣✢
✤✜
Xi−2
Vi−2
③ ②✣✢
✤✜
Xi−1
Vi−1
③ ②✣✢
✤✜
Xi
Vi
③ ②✣✢
✤✜
Xi+1
Vi+1
③
Cri−2
❏
❏
❏
❏❫ ✡
✡
✡
✡✣
Bi−2 Ai−2
Cri−1
❏
❏
❏
❏❫ ✡
✡
✡
✡✣
Bi−1 Ai−1
Cri
❏
❏
❏
❏❫ ✡
✡
✡
✡✣
Bi Ai
Cri+1
❏
❏
❏
❏❫ ✡
✡
✡
✡✣
Bi+1 Ai+1
Cri+2
❏
❏
❏
❏❫ ✡
✡
✡
✡✣
Bi+2 Ai+2
where it is understood that the black circles form a cycle of length n. More precisely,
given d = (d1, ..., dn), let us fix vector spaces V1, ..., Vn of dimensions d1, ..., dn,
respectively. Then consider the affine space of linear maps:
(3.2) M rd =
n⊕
i=1
[
Hom(Vi, Vi)⊕Hom(Vi−1, Vi)⊕Hom(Cri , Vi)⊕Hom(Vi−1,Cri)
]
where we identify V0 with Vn. Elements of the vector space M
r
d
will be quadruples
(Xi, Yi, Ai, Bi)1≤i≤n of linear maps as in the Figure above. Consider the map:
(3.3) M r
d
µ−→
n⊕
i=1
Hom(Vi−1, Vi)
µ(..., Xi, Yi, Ai, Bi, ...)1≤i≤n = (..., XiYi − YiXi−1 +AiBi, ...)1≤i≤n
We let GLd :=
∏n
i=1GL(Vi) act on the vector space (3.2) by conjugation, and let:
M r,◦
d
⊂M r
d
denote the open subset of quadruples (Xi, Yi, Ai, Bi) for which there is no col-
lection of subspaces {Im Ai ⊆Wi ⊂ Vi}1≤i≤n preserved by the maps {Xi, Yi}1≤i≤n.
Proposition 3.4. The moduli space of parabolic sheaves admits the presentation:
(3.4) Mrd ∼= (µ−1(0) ∩M r,◦d )/GLd
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Therefore, we will freely go back and forth between describing points of Mr
d
as
either flags of sheaves F• or quadruples (Xi, Yi, Ai, Bi) modulo conjugation by
GLd. The Proposition above is the reason why moduli spaces of framed parabolic
sheaves are sometimes called “chainsaw quiver varieties”.
3.5. Let us fix a maximal torus (C∗)r ⊂∏ni=1GL(Cri). The torus:
(3.5) T = C∗ × C∗ × (C∗)r
acts on Mr
d
as follows: (C∗)r acts by multiplying the framing isomorphisms in
Definition 3.2, while the other two C∗ factors act as multiplication on the base
P1 × P1 of parabolic sheaves. More precisely, we require the torus action to be the
square the usual one, such that in terms of quadruples (3.3), the action is given by:
(Q,Q,U1, ..., Un) · (..., Xi, Yi, Ai, Bi, ...) =
=
(
..., Q2Xi, Q
2δ1i Yi, AiU
2
i , Q
2Q
2δ1iU−2i Bi, ...
)
for all (Q,Q,U1, ..., Un) ∈ (C∗)r × C∗ × C∗. We will perceive each Ui as a diag-
onal matrix acting on Cri (corresponding to the standard basis), and denote its
elementary characters by ur1+...+ri−1+1, ..., ur1+...+ri. Therefore, we have:
(3.6) KT (pt) = Rep(T ) = Z
[
q±1, q±1, u±11 , ..., u
±1
r
]
where q, q are the elementary characters of C∗ × C∗. We will study the localized
T−equivariant algebraic K−theory groups corresponding to the action above:
Kr
d
:= KT (Mrd)
⊗
KT (pt)
Frac(KT (pt))
Our main actor is the Nn−graded vector space:
(3.7) Kr =
⊕
d∈Nn
Kr
d
over the field Frac(KT (pt)) = Q (q, q, u1, ..., ur).
3.6. As elements of T –equivariant K–theory, we have:
(3.8) [Ori ] =
â=i∑
1≤a≤r
u2a ∈ Krd
where we will write â for that integer i such that r1 + ...+ ri−1 < a ≤ r1 + ...+ ri.
We may extend the notation â to all integers a via the formula below:
â+ rk = â+ nk
Moreover, we have the tautological vector bundles Vi onMrd, obtained by descend-
ing the vector spaces Vi from Subsection 3.3 onto the quotient (3.4). These vector
bundles are equivariant, so they will give rise to elements of Kr
d
. The same thing
is true for the universal sheaves Ui on Mrd, which keep track of the restriction of
the sheaves Fi of (3.1) to the point (0, 0) ∈ A2. It is well-known that the universal
sheaves have a resolution in terms of the tautological bundles, which reads:
(3.9) [Ui] = [Ori ]− (1− q2) ([Vi]− [Vi−1]) ∈ Krd
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for all i ∈ {1, ..., n}, where we set:
Vi+n = Vi · q−2(3.10)
ui+r = ui · q−1(3.11)
for all i ∈ Z, which absorbs the dependence on the equivariant parameter q.
Definition 3.7. To a Laurent polynomial f(..., xia, ...)
1≤i≤n
a∈N which is symmetric in
the variables xia for each i separately, we will associate:
(3.12) f¯ = f(...,Chern roots of [Vi], ...) ∈ Krd
and call it a tautological class (although d ∈ Nn is not part of the notation, it
will either be implied from context or assumed to be arbitrary).
For example, we have [Vi] = Xi, where Xi =
∑
a∈N xia, and:
[Ui] =
∑
â=i
u2a − (1− q2)
(
Xi −Xi−1
)
where we make the convention that Xi+n = Xi · q−2 for all i ∈ Z, as in (3.10).
3.8. Because the moduli spaces Mr
d
are smooth, the Thomason equivariant local-
ization theorem states that restriction induces an isomorphism:
(3.13) Kr
d
∼=
⊕
λ∈(Mr
d
)T
Q (q, q, u1, ..., ur) |λ〉
of Q (q, q, u1, ..., ur)–vector spaces. The symbol |λ〉 denotes the K–theory class of
the skyscraper sheaves at the fixed point λ, renormalized by the exterior algebra
of the cotangent space at λ, so that the isomorphism (3.13) sends:
(3.14) c ∈ Kr
d
 
∑
λ
c|λ · |λ〉
Therefore, to understand the isomorphism (3.13), we need to understand the re-
strictions of relevant K–theory classes to the torus fixed points. Combinatorially,
the fixed points of Mr
d
are indexed by r–partitions, i.e. collections:
(3.15) λ = (λ1, ..., λr) where λi = (λi0 ≥ λi1 ≥ ...)
for all i ∈ {1, ..., r}. We identify a partition λ = (λ0 ≥ λ1 ≥ ...) with its Young
diagram, i.e. the collection of 1×1 boxes whose bottom-left corner lies at all points
(x, y) with 0 ≤ x < λy. Similarly, the set of boxes of λ as in (3.15) will refer to the
disjoint union of the sets of boxes of the partitions λ1, ..., λr. We assign to the box:
 = (x, y) ∈ λa
{
color â+ y
weight χ = uaq
2x
The restriction of the tautological vector bundle Vi to the fixed point λ is given by:
(3.16) Vi|λ =
r∑
a=1
a+y≡i mod n∑
=(x,y)∈λa
χ · q2
a+y−i
n
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Therefore, we can explicitly describe the image of tautological classes under the
identification (3.13). As a consequence of (3.14), this identification sends:
f¯  
∑
r–partitions λ
f(..., χ · q2
a+y−i
n , ...)|λ〉
where the expression χ · q2
a+y−i
n is inserted into an argument of f of the same
color as . Note that there exist infinitely many r–partitions, but the fixed points
of Mr
d
are only those r–partitions of size d. This will be denoted by:
λ ⊢ d
and means that the number of boxes of λ of color ≡ i modulo n is equal to di, ∀i.
3.9. Given two parabolic sheaves F• and F ′•, we will write F• ⊃ F ′• if we have a
collection of linear maps ιk : F ′k →֒ Fk for all k ∈ {1, ..., n}, which are compatible
with the flag structure in (3.1) and give rise to the identity map on the fiber at∞.
Since framed parabolic sheaves have no non-trivial automorphisms, the choice of
linear maps ιk is unique, and we will therefore write it as Fk ⊃ F ′k. The induced
flag of quotients:
Fn/F ′n ∼= Fn(−D)/F ′n(−D)→ F1/F ′1 → ...→ Fn/F ′n
is a finite-dimensional representation of the cyclic quiver. If the isomorphism type
of this representation is κ, then we will write F• ⊃κ F ′•. For example, if κi is the
simple representation consisting of a one-dimensional vector space at the i–th vertex
of the cyclic quiver and 0 at all other vertices, we will use the notation F• ⊃i F ′•
instead of F• ⊃κi F ′•. For any i ∈ {1, ..., n}, define the simple correspondence as:
(3.17) Zi
p−
}}③③
③③
③③
③③ p+
!!❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉
Mr
d−
Mr
d+
Zi = {F• ⊃i F ′•}
for all d+ = d− + ς
i. We also have the line bundle:
(3.18) Li
✤
✤
✤
Zi
Li|(F•⊃iF ′•) = Γ(P1 × P1,Fi/F ′i)
We have isomorphisms:
(3.19) P(Ui)
p−

Zi
∼= //∼=oo P
(−q2U∨i+1)
p+

Mr
d−
Mr
d+
and note that Li is isomorphic to O(1) and O(−1) on the projectivizations p− and
p+, respectively. In (3.19), if γ denotes the K–theory class of a coherent sheaf Γ of
projective dimension 1, we abusively write P(γ) for the dg scheme Proj(Sym(Γ)).
We refer the reader to Section 2.3 of [30] for our notation on projectivizations.
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3.10. Consider the scheme Zi,i+1 = {F• ⊃i F ′• ⊃i+1 F ′′• }, which is endowed with
line bundles Li and Li+1 that parametrize the two one-dimensional quotients Fi/F ′i
and F ′i+1/F ′′i+1, respectively. We have the projection maps:
Zi,i+1
pi−
||③③
③③
③③
③③ pi+
##●
●●
●●
●●
●
Zi Zi+1
that remember {F• ⊃i F ′•} and {F ′• ⊃i+1 F ′′• }, respectively. The maps π± also
arise as projectivizations:
(3.20) P
(U ′i+1 + q2Li)
pi−

Zi,i+1
∼= //
∼=oo P
(−q2(U ′i+1)∨ + q2L∨i+1)
pi+

Zi Zi+1
(let U ′i+1 be the universal sheaf on Zi,Zi+1 which parametrizes the sheaf by F ′i+1)
with respect to which the line bundle Li+1 (respectively Li) on Zi,i+1 is isomorphic
to O(1) (respectively O(−1)). More generally, consider the fine correspondence:
(3.21) Zi,...,j−1 = derived fiber product of the diagram
Zi,i+1
pi+
##●
●●
●●
●●
●
Zi+1,i+2
pi−
zz✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉
pi+
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
...
pi−
~~⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤
pi+
!!❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
Zj−2,j−1
pi−
zz✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉
Zi+1 Zi+2 Zj−2
Explicitly, the closed points of Zi,...,j−1 are full flags of parabolic sheaves:
(3.22) {F• ⊃i ... ⊃j−1 F ′•}
Let Li, ...,Lj−1 be the line bundles on Zi,...,j−1 which parametrize the successive
quotients. This derived fiber product is endowed with projection maps:
(3.23) Zi,...,j−1
p−
zz✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉
p+
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
Mr
d−
Mr
d+
which only remember F• and F ′• of (3.22), respectively.
4. The algebra action
4.1. We will now recall the action of the shifted quantum toroidal algebra on
the K–theory of moduli of parabolic sheaves ([17], although its precursors can be
traced back to [7]). Recall the equivariant parameters u1, ..., ur and the notation â
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of Subsection 3.5, and consider the following color-dependent Laurent polynomials:
τ+(z of color i) =
∏
â=i+1
(
ua
q
− q
ua
· z
)
(4.1)
τ−(z of color i) =
∏
â=i
(
ua − 1
ua
· z
)
(4.2)
Consider the operators:
Krd
e
(k)
i−−→ Kr
d+ςi, K
r
d
f
(k)
i−−→ Kr
d−ςi
given by (the maps p± are as in (3.17), or equivalently in (3.23) for j = i+ 1):
e
(k)
i (α) = p+∗
(
Lki · p−∗(α)
)
· qdi+1−di−1−ri+1
∏
â=i+1
ua(4.3)
f
(k)
i (α) = p−∗
(
Lk−rii · p+∗(α)
)
· (−1)ri+1q−2+di−di−1
∏
â=i
ua(4.4)
for any d = (d1, ..., dn). The maps p± are both proper and l.c.i., so p±∗ and p
∗
± are
well-defined. In the fixed point basis, the operators (4.3) and (4.4) take the form:
〈λ|e(k)i |µ〉 = (1− q2)χk ∧•
(
χq
2
Ui+1|µ
)
· qdµi+1−dµi −1−ri+1
∏
â=i+1
ua =
= (q−1 − q)χk

τ+(χ)ζ
(
χ
χµ
)
and:
〈µ|f (k)i |λ〉 = (1− q2)χk−ri ∧•
(
−Ui|λ
χ
)
· (−1)ri+1q−2+dλi −dλi−1
∏
â=i
ua =
= (1 − q−2)χk

[
τ−(χ)ζ
(
χλ
χ
)]−1
where  = λ\µ, and dλ, dµ denote the degree vectors of the torus fixed points λ,µ.
4.2. As a consequence of (3.9) and (3.16), we have:
detUi|λ = q2(di−di−1)
∏
â=i
u2a
With this in mind, let us also define the operators:
ψ+i (z) = multiplication by ∧•
(Ui
z
)
· (−1)
ri
√
detUi
· qσi(4.5)
ψ−i (z) = multiplication by ∧•
(
z
Ui
)
·
√
detUi · q−σi(4.6)
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(expanded in powers of z∓1) which are diagonal in the basis |λ〉:
〈λ|ψ+i (z)|µ〉 = δµλqσi(−1)ri
â≡i∏
1≤a≤r
(
1
ua
− ua
z
)
ζ
(χλ
z
)
〈λ|ψ−i (z)|µ〉 = δµλq−σi
â≡i∏
1≤a≤r
(
ua − z
ua
)
ζ
(χλ
z
)
where z is thought to have color i.
Theorem 4.3. ([17]) Formulas (4.3)–(4.6) give an action Uq,q(g¨ln)
r
y Kr.
4.4. We will now consider the more complicated cousins of the operators studied
in the previous subsection, which were introduced in [28] in the case r = (1, ..., 1).
For any pair of integers i < j, we consider the maps as in diagram (3.23) and define
the following operators for any Laurent polynomial M(zi, ..., zj−1):
(4.7) Kr
d−
eM[i;j)−−−→ Kr
d+
, Kr
d+
fM[i;j)−−−→ Kr
d−
,
eM[i;j)(α) = p+∗
(
M(Li, ...,Lj−1) · p−∗(α)
)
· qd+j −d−i
j−1∏
a=i
∏
b̂=a+1 ub
qra+1+1
(4.8)
fM[i;j)(α) = p−∗
(M(Li, ...,Lj−1)
Lrii ...Lrj−1j−1
· p+∗(α)
)
· qd+j−1−d−i−1
j−1∏
a=i
∏
b̂=a ub
(−1)ra+1q2(4.9)
Above, p±∗ and p
∗
± are well-defined because all the maps in the diagram (3.21) are
proper and l.c.i. (this is proved along the same lines as Proposition 4.20 of [30];
if the reader is unwilling to refer to loc. cit., then one could replace Zi,...,j−1 by
its virtual structure sheaf, as was done in [28] in the case r = (1, ..., 1)). Almost
word-by-word as in Proposition 3.23 of [28], one can show that relations (4.8) and
(4.9) imply the following formulas in the fixed point basis:
〈λ|eM[i;j)|µ〉 =
∏
∈λ\µ
(q−1 − q)τ+(χ)ζ
(
χ
χµ
)∑
SYT
M(χi, ..., χj−1)
∏
i≤a<b<j ζ
(
χb
χa
)
(
1− q2χi
χi+1
)
...
(
1− q2χj−2
χj−1
)
〈µ|fM[i;j)|λ〉 =
∏
∈λ\µ
(1−q−2)
[
τ−(χ)ζ
(
χλ
χ
)]−1∑
SYT
M(χi, ..., χj−1)
∏
i≤a<b<j ζ
(
χb
χa
)
(
1− q2χi
χi+1
)
...
(
1− q2χj−2
χj−1
)
where for any µ ⊂ λ, a standard Young tableau (abbreviated SYT) is any labeling
of the boxes λ\µ with the integers i, ..., j − 1 such that the box labeled with a
has color ≡ a modulo n and weight χa, and no box is directly above or to the
right of any other box with greater label. If there are no standard Young tableaux
for given λ,µ, or if µ 6⊂ λ, the right-hand sides of the expressions above are set to 0.
Proposition 4.5. Under the action of Theorem 4.3, the elements (2.21) act on
Kr as the operators (4.7) with the same name, hence the abuse of notation.
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The proposition above was proved in [28] in the case r = (1, ..., 1), and the proof
in the general case is almost identical, hence we leave it to the interested reader.
With the Proposition above in mind, it makes sense to consider the following par-
ticular instances of the operators (4.7), which are induced by the action of the
elements (2.22) and (2.23) under Theorem 4.3:
(4.10) e[i;j),k = e
M(zi,...,zj−1) 7→z
k
i
[i;j)
(4.11) e
(k)
[i;j) = e
M(zi,...,zj−1) 7→
∏j−1
a=i
(
zaq
2a
n
)⌈ (a−i+1)kj−i ⌉−⌈ (a−i)kj−i ⌉
[i;j)
for all i < j and k ∈ Z, as well as the analogous notations for the f ’s. We will also
write e[i;i),k = f[i;i),k = δ
0
k, to match with the convention (2.24).
4.6. Given integers i, j, let us consider the following dg scheme for all s ≤ min(i, j):
(4.12) Vi;s;j = Zs,...,i−1 ×
Mr
d
Zs,...,j−1
Its closed points are given by:
(4.13) Vi;s;j =
{
F˜ ′• ⊂i−1 ... ⊂s+1 F ′• ⊂s F• ⊃s F ′′• ⊃s+1 ... ⊃j−1 F˜ ′′•
}
where the moduli space Mr
d
that features in (4.12) is the one which parametrizes
the parabolic sheaf F•. Let us consider the following line bundles on Vi;s;j :
(4.14) L′i−1, ...,L′s,L′′s , ...,L′′j−1
which parametrize the successive one-dimensional quotients of the inclusions in
(4.13) (read left-to-right). Also consider the following universal sheaves on Vi;s;j :
(4.15) U˜ ′s, ...,U ′s,Us,U ′′s , ..., U˜ ′′s
which keep track of the parabolic sheaves in (4.13), respectively. We have maps:
Vi;s;j
pi′
||①①
①①
①①
①①
①
pi′′
##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
Mr
d˜′
Mr
d˜′′
In terms of closed points (4.13), π′, π′′ remember the parabolic sheaves F˜ ′•, F˜ ′′• ,
respectively. As a consequence of Proposition 4.5, we conclude that the element:
W kij ∈ Uq,q(g¨ln)
r
of (2.32) acts on Kr by the correspondence:
(4.16) W kij =
∑
s≤min(i,j)
π′∗
 a≥1,b≥0,c≥1∑
a+b+c=k+rs−rj
L′sa · (−1)b ∧b (Us) · L′′s c
(L′′s )rs ...(L′′j−1)rj−1
· π′′∗
 ·
(−1)
∑
s<t<j
rsq2σj−σi−i−j+d˜
′
i+d˜
′′
j−1+(j−s)(2k−2rj )+2s−2ds
b̂=t∏
s<t≤i
ub
b̂=t∏
s<t≤j−1
ub
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3 where we write d˜′, ...,d′,d,d′′, ..., d˜′′ for the degree vectors of the parabolic
sheaves in (4.13), read left-to-right. Theorem 1.2 is equivalent to the fact that the
right-hand side of (4.16) is 0 as an endomorphism of Kr, which we will now prove.
Proof. of Theorem 1.2: Let us consider the dg scheme:
(4.17) Wi;s;j = Zs−1,...,i−1 ×
Zs−1,s
Zs−1,...,j−1
whose closed points take the form:
(4.18) F˜•
F˜ ′• ⊂i−1 ... ⊂s+1 F ′• ⊂s F• ⊃s F ′′• ⊃s+1 ... ⊃j−1 F˜ ′′•
?
s−1
OO
We will write L for the line bundle onWi;s;j which parametrizes the one-dimensional
quotient corresponding to the vertical inclusion, and apply the notations (4.14) and
(4.15) to Wi;s;j as well. Consider the maps:
Wi;s+1;j
δ $$❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
Wi;s;j
ε
{{✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
Vi;s;j
where ε forgets F˜•, while δ is the embedding of the locus F ′• = F ′′• . Lemma 6.2 of
[26] states that we have the following equality of K–theory classes on Vi;s;j :
(4.19) δ∗(Lk)− ε∗(Lk−rs)(−1)rsq2(k−rs) detUs =
∫
∞−0
yk ∧•
(
Us
y
)
(
1− yL′s
)(
1− yL′′s
)
for all k ∈ Z, where we write:∫
∞−0
f(y) = Res
y=∞
f(y)
y
− Res
y=0
f(y)
y
Let us plug in k = k + rs − rj and detUs = q2ds−2ds−1
∏
b̂=s u
2
b into (4.19):
δ∗(Lk+rs−rj )−ε∗(Lk−rj )(−1)rsq2(k−rj+ds−ds−1)
∏
b̂=s
u2b =
∫
∞−0
yk+rs−rj ∧•
(
Us
y
)
(
1− yL′s
)(
1− yL′′s
)
Finally, let us multiply both sides of the equation above by:
(4.20) As =
second row of (4.16)
(L′′s )rs ...(L′′j−1)rj−1
As a consequence of the elementary identity:
As = As−1 · (−1)
rsLrs−1
q2(k−rj+ds−ds−1)
∏
b̂=s ub
3We make the same convention as in the footnote directly after (2.32): if s = i (respectively
s = j), the corresponding summand in the formula above must have a = 0 (respectively c = 0)
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we conclude that:
(4.21) δ∗(Lk+rs−rjs As)− ε∗(Lk+rs−1−rjs−1 As−1) =
=
∫
∞−0
yk+rs−rj ∧•
(
Us
y
)
(
1− yL′s
)(
1− yL′′s
) · second row of (4.16)
(L′′s )rs ...(L′′j−1)rj−1
The equality above also holds for s = min(i, j), with the distinction that in this
case the term δ∗ in the LHS vanishes, and the term 1 − yL′s (respectively 1 −
y
L′′s
)
in the RHS is replaced by 1 if i ≤ j (respectively if i ≥ j). Therefore, summing
(4.21) over all s ≤ min(i, j) yields the following equality of operators:
(4.22) 0 =
∑
s≤min(i,j)
(−1)j−sq2σj−2σs+(j−s)(2k−2rj+1)
·
∫
∞−0
yk+rs−rje[s;i)(y)ψ
+
s (y)f[s;j)(y)
where:
e[s;i)(y) = −
∞∑
k=1
e[s;i),k
yk
and f[s;j)(y) = −
∞∑
k=1
f[s;j),k
yk
The integral in (4.22) consists of two terms: the residue at∞ and the residue at 0,
and formula (4.22) states that they are equal. The residue at ∞ is equal to:
W kij =
∑
s≤min(i,j)
(−1)j−sq2σj−2σs+(j−s)(2k−2rj+1)
a≥1,b≥0,c≥1∑
a+b+c=k+rs−rj
e[s;i),aψ
+
s,bf[s;j),c
Meanwhile, we claim that the residue at 0 vanishes if k > rj . This is because
e[s;i)(y) and f[s;j)(y) are regular at 0, while and ψ
+
s (y) has a pole of order exactly
rs. This implies that W
k
ij = 0 if k > rj , thus completing the proof of the Theorem.

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